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G Zero Expands Machining Capabilities with the HP4000 II
Today, launches a new chapter in
production for G Zero with the
addition of the HP4000 II adding
capacity, speed, and quality to its
extensive technology portfolio.
The addition of the HP 4000 II by
Doosan Machine Tools provides G
Zero with another layer of capability
particularly in speed, accuracy, and
capacity. The company will use it in
support of current demand and help
with penetrating new markets.
The HP4000 II is a perfect choice for
the company to add capability in
running high volumes with low failure
through the use of an automated
process pallet system. In several
emerging markets there are clear
indications of demand outdistancing
supply and G Zero is positioning itself
to take advantage of the need through
the acquisition of new machines,
technology and necessary personnel.
"The need in machining, in the coming
months, presents a rare opportunity
for growth for our company, " states
Dave Hannah, President of G Zero.
Companies are looking for strategic
relationships between supply and
manufacturing to stabilize costs and
strengthen product offerings.
As an Idaho-based company, G Zero
offers a unique solution to companies
across the Pacific Northwest who are
looking for quality, consistency,
capability, and cost effective logistics.
Mr. Hannah explains, "their needs are
typical of growth markets but the

organizations may not be able to
depend on existing infrastructure
often finding issues with cost, quality,
and production." The market is
saturated with specialty machine
shops who have difficulty in meeting
growing demand from emerging
customers. On the other end of the
spectrum, larger shops have to
accommodate capacity issues and
meeting specific production demands.
G Zero is poised to develop the
necessary platform to support new
growth and enable customers to feel
confident in creating a strategic
alliance with them. Companies need
dependable suppliers who are ready
and able to build the future, today.

About G Zero
G Zero is a complete CNC machine
shop with state-of-the-art equipment
and all the resources a company
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needs. We offer our customers a
facility that can manufacture a single
part, production runs or produce a full
assembly. Our facility can
manufacture all types of material from
hard metals to plastic and is capable of
holding the tightest of tolerances in a
production environment. We
strategically partner with our
customers to foster mutual growth,
maintain quality, and enhance
customer service. For more
information or to request bids please
visit our website,
http://www.GZeroOnline.com.
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